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Digital Illustration Course (0632)

The UK’s Digital Illustration scene is a thriving industry and a vital part of the creative and
screen world. Currently, Illustrations feature in a wide range of children’s books, illustrated
advertisement campaigns, publishing, app development, blockbuster films, television
programmes and brochures aimed towards audiences of all ages. Learn Digital
Illustration Course (0632) with Blue Sky Graphics and become part of it and enrol today.

The course will help you to convey complex illustrative information to effectively tell stories.
Illustration narratives can convey a feeling, a meaning, or an essence sometimes more
effectively than a wall of text can. Illustrations can simplify a complicated idea, compliment
the words or message being delivered to the user, and sometimes standalone without any
needed explanation. With an array of narrative methods, you will master the roles of
illustration and how to take use Adobe Illustrator.

Adobe Illustrator is a professional vector-based design and drawing software that is taught to
an advanced level on the Digital Illustration Course (0632). Used as part of a graphic design
process, Illustrator enables users to create everything from single design elements to entire
compositions. It can be used to create incredible illustrative artwork, corporate logos, print
designs, and vectors for literally just about anything with which you might need a vector.
Images with Illustrator are vector-based so they can be scaled to any size without losing
quality.

Studying the Digital Illustration Course (0632) will give you a thorough understanding of the
illustration world where visual communication is becoming the norm. People take this course
to become digital illustration designers that are typically in high demand across sectors
including but not limited to gaming, advertisement campaign agencies, television, films, in-
house productions, marketing, general advertising or the media. Motion graphics will open up
opportunities for all budding designers that have a creative spark or interest in graphic design,
animation and film.

Through studying this exciting Adobe portfolio accredited course, you will acquire the
technical know-how, insight, and platform to apply your own creative talent towards a
successful career in motion graphics. Learn to combine these disciplines and realise your
personal creative potential. With your one-to-one class, you will quickly think on your feet,
respond to live industry briefs and use a range of predominantly practical-based learning with
your industry expert tutor.

Study digital illustration online with your own teacher one to one from the comfort of your
home. This course and all our courses, are one-to-one and strictly online with your own
private tutor. The course lasts 7 months from start to finish and consists of a 90-minute
lesson each week. Choosing a slot of availability, you can study in the morning, afternoon and
evening from Monday to Sunday. We advise that you check the availability with the
school before enrolling as slots are allocated on a first-come, first-serve basis.
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What is Digital Illustration?

It’s about the real world merging with imagination. You can design illustrations for books,
games, comics, and so many other projects.

Digital illustration is fundamentally about communication and the creation of a narrative
image that depicts a story conveys an emotion or sells a concept or product.
While traditional illustrations are created using methods such as oil or watercolor on paper or
canvas, digital illustrations are made using software such as Adobe Illustrator and
Photoshop. As a subject area, digital illustration is also about art for films, video games and
publishing.

Please note, this course is also suitable for people who have no previous painting or digital
illustration experience but want to learn professional computer drawing skills and
techniques.

Why study Digital Illustration? Who is this course for?

This course has been professionally designed for motivated learners who are looking to add a
highly sought-after new skill to their creative repertoire, CV and stand head and shoulders
above the competition. Learn the latest industry-specific information using digital
illustration techniques.

This course is suitable for beginners with little to no graphic design experience who have a
specific interest in narrative design, branding, art for film, games as well as publishing. We are
happy to consider existing designers who want to focus solely on digital illustration or brush
up their skill-set. You'll be acquainted with complex illustration techniques and learn how to
communicate effectively through art, creating compelling work that captivates and inspires.
As a professional digital illustrator student, your job dynamic and covers in equal parts areas
including Freelancer, Concept Artist, Painter, Cinematographer, Creative Director, and with a
unique focus on each practical aspect you’ll be a top diacritical illustrator artist in no time.

Through studying this exciting Adobe portfolio accredited course, you will acquire the
technical know-how, insight and platform to apply your own creative talent towards a
successful career in digital illustration. The syllabus is heavily aligned to current industry
standards but through various briefs promotes personality and inner-creativity.

Advanced Illustration Course helps you build critical job skills and a portfolio to impress
employers . Below you will find a detailed description of how you can get into the demanding
world of digital illustration, how to find a job after completing the digital illustration course, a
detailed syllabus of all stages of the learning process and how to integrate into the industry.

With over 15 years of experience in the delivery of graphic design training, Blue Sky Graphic
prides itself in quality assured teaching and customer excellence.
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One-to-one Digital illustration course online with a private tutor.

One of the ways to become a computer drawing professional is to enrol in a digital illustration
course and study privately from the comfort of your own home, with your own private and
professional tutor on a one-to-one extensive program.

It's not new that graphic designers use graphic illustrations to provide their customers with
professional illustrated logos and drawings. We can see the use of illustrations in children's
books, in graphic drawings in animation and in countless other areas such as cartoon
characters for business branding. We at Blue Sky Graphics train you to meet industry
requirements and develop a career as a graphic illustrator with a professional and diversified
portfolio.

Whether you wish to work as a freelancer or work for an advertising agency, you can feel
confident that whatever the requirements might be, you will be able to deliver successfully.
Have a look at all the amazing videos we have prepared for you so you can have a glimpse of
some of the things you will be able to achieve upon the completion of the course.

Mastering Digital Illustration through the Digital Illustration Course (0632)

Key study topics include Illustrator from Creative Cloud. Introduction and examples of
software capabilities and advanced graphic illustration

Learning objectives

During the Digital Illustration Course (0632)) you will learn:

 How creative narrative and storytelling methods can be used to make complex
information accessible

 Expanded models of professional illustration, including collaborative, interdisciplinary,
facilitation and commercial practices

 The use of illustration to foster community, facilitate dialogue, witness and document
human experience and knowledge

 Illustration as a distinctive empathetic, inter-subjective communication discipline
operating with specific behaviors, mechanisms and principles

 The expansive application of illustration to communicate and transfer knowledge
across disciplines and professional fields, with an emphasis on social practice

 How to develop your creative practice with exposure to different methods of
traditional and digital illustration and physical production

 Using Graphic paintings for the Business World - Branding Process

Contents and Summary- What you’ll learn
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 Black arrow - the element selection tool

 White arrow - the direct selection tool to distort elements

 Edit commands vector elements

 Magic staff tool - choosing shades and combining colours correctly

 Views in the document

 Graphic textures

 Transformation - change to elements - Transform

 Transparency in the illustration and emphasis on connecting the techniques to create
illusion and illusions

 Advanced graphic illustration

 Animating and giving a sense of image for sharpening colours

 Mesh - making objects look more 3d or photorealistic.

 Layers and work efficiently

 Filters - Apply filters

 Effects - apply all kinds of effects to illustrations

 Dot tool - digital illustration and drawing tool

 Live trace

 Live paint

 Symbols

 The shadows to stand out

 Distorted envelopes

 Creating brushes and using them efficiently

 Fill in a textured illustration

 Patterns and combinations in digital painting

 Arranging objects in a document and navigating-Arrange

 Graphic composition - Align Composition in vector illustration - shading and shades

 Symmetry at work and graphic illustration of existing sketches and illustration from a
sketch directly to the computer

 Assimilation and refinement of advanced illustration techniques Sharpening the talent
of illustration in the student

 Advanced colouring - Gradient

 Developing creativity and spatial thinking

 Painting styles according to the new trends in 2020 and new techniques

 Vector illustration tricks and techniques
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 Pattern making

 Isometric illustration

 3D illustration in Adobe Illustrator

 Hand-drawn digital illustration

 Drawing effects: textures and colours

 Photography & illustration: collage making

 Illustration for screens: suitability, use and preparation

 Advice from industry experts

 Digital work exploration

Drawing course classes

During illustration lessons, you will learn to draw in illustrator software and save the
illustrations and drawings process on a file on your computer. Learning professional
techniques on how to draw is an important step in computer drawing. During your digital
drawing lessons, you will learn topics such as: Work on vector lines to create editing
computer illustrations, logos, ads, drawing and advanced graphic illustration.

Illustrator is a special drawing and graphic illustration software useful for graphic illustrators,
it allows you to easily draw on your computer with advanced digital illustration and drawing
tools. Our Digital illustration course is delivered to the highest standards and to maximize
comfort in an online platform with a private tutor. The course is suitable for all levels from
advanced illustrators to beginners.

Homework and assignments

Apart from the weekly meetings, you will need some time during the week to complete the
homework. This is from the exercises obtained during the lessons of a drawing or a simple
illustration of sketches to advanced drawings. On average, homework will take you 3 to 4
hours per week. Homework and exercises are provided during each lesson.

You will need to present your homework every following week to your tutor which will give
you professional live feedback. The lessons are very interactive and experiential because of
the personal and private guidance you have from your tutor, learning at a personal pace is
more effective than studying in a group of people since all the attention is directed towards
the student.

At the bottom of this page, you can find details such as what jobs you can do after graduating
from this course and how to download the Illustrator software to your computer to get you
started.

Drawing course for beginners - how can I learn to draw and paint if I have no experience?
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If you have no experience you don't have to panic as you don't require any experience to start
learning digital illustration. Anyone with a passion for digital art can study this course. Even if
you have never drawn on a piece of paper before, you can easily learn digital illustration and
start drawing graphics with professional tools following some easy steps.

The assimilation of the curriculum will be by receiving exercises starting with a basic drawing
and slowly building your skills to an advanced level. The course is first structured by copying
drawings and using professional shapes and tools to perform this work style and then with
practice together with your tutor you will develop your design style.

Practice - Throughout the course, you will need some time during the week to complete the
homework and the exercises are given to you by your tutor in order to master Illustrator
software quickly. The painting styles taught in the digital illustration course are very broad to
give students the opportunity to study digital illustration in a broad and multidisciplinary way
and not only focus on one design style, from business painting and illustration to drawing
figures and backgrounds.

Drawing exercises will allow the student to learn how digital painting is composed and
thereby develop a personal style. Digital painting is made up in the shape of a jigsaw puzzle
which means that each element sits on a different element and they come together to create
shadows and animation in the graphic drawing.

You will "lock" the drawing on Illustrator software and then start drawing the lines and shapes
by yourself. Copying drawing techniques, allows you to develop a personal line to learn to
work quickly in Illustrator software which later in the course will allow you to draw graphics
by yourself without any dependence on other drawings.

Implementation Phase - Implementation phases in a graphic come automatically as soon as
you understand the logical moves of creating shapes. Sometimes things seem complicated
but once you get the logic and understand the concept of the software you can draw any
graphic style you want. There is no doubt that once the drawing is divided into several
subjects the general drawing becomes easier.

Painting styles learned during the course

Curved Round Drawing - Creating human figures or any other style of digital illustration will be
sole with clean lines. The emphasis in a digital illustration course is to use tools so that the
lines look smooth and authentic and not truncated. You will learn how to make shadows and
provide depth using different tones in ascending and descending degrees of the same colour,
for example in making a face image you can emphasize the same colour with lower tones to
give depth to your design.

Painting in perspective - One of the new styles and trends in 2022 is illustrated with
perspective. Drawing in triangles, squares or working on straight lines. Painting in perspective
is gaining momentum in the world of graphic branding in the preparation of clean vectors
with different shades. During the course, you will learn how to give depth with the use of
squares or any polygonal shape of one kind or another. A technique called LOW POLY in
perspective painting allows the dots to be drawn and depth to be spread throughout the
graphic.
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Understanding the branding process for the business world - Understanding "professional
briefs" received by graphic designers allows the digital painter to understand exactly what the
idea behind graphic branding is. If a company wants a branded digital painting you need to
learn all the right parameters that will allow you to create exactly what the company wants to
promote using the logo.

A graphic drawing designed for the world of branding will always be minimalistic, which will
allow viewers to focus and remember the company quickly. Throughout the course, you will
receive professional exercises for making logos based on vector graphic drawing and you will
learn what working together with graphic designers is. The process of thinking broadly or in
marketing construction by drawings to design a website for making applications based on
multiple icons.

Requirements:

You can enrol on this course with no formal entry requirements other than a good
understanding of spoken and written English ( level B2 and above). Ideally, students should
ideally have a background in graphic design or at least a foundation understanding in art,
creative media or design. We will still consider students with no graphic design background
and you should make a speculative application.

Applicants are expected to come with a passion for creativity and a computer. Check the
Technical Requirements section online. If you have a passion for Illustration and a
burning creative streak and want to pursue a career in this expansive field then this course is
for you.

With mentoring from an established artist and a curriculum focused on job outcomes, the
Advanced Illustration Course helps you build critical job skills and a portfolio to impress
employers. You will gain a certificate of completion and a professional portfolio of paintings
and illustrations on completion.

Career Path:

There are expansive opportunities since this discipline crosses so many creative
boundaries for contemporary illustrators to work with including advertising and
publishing, graphic design, fashion design, product design, animation and games and
applications design.

Since there are quite a few different career paths for Illustrators to choose from commonly it
many paths may lead to film, video games or publishing.

Film: A film studio may ask an artist to depict a battle between a hero and a villain to help set
the scene for a director and crew before they go out on set; or images for key scenes to
establish the mood and make the audience feel a certain way (sad, happy, frightened, etc).

Video Games: An artist may be asked to create a scene to inform the visual direction of a
game.

Publishing: A publisher may commission a book cover or trading card art to pique a
customer’s interest and help sell the product.
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A Certificate in Digital Illustration will improve your candidature for a number of jobs in the
graphic design industry including:

 Motion Graphics Designer.
 Art Director.
 Animator.
 Art Director.
 Creative Director.
 Concept Artist.
 Coordinator.
 Designer.
 Design Strategy Consultant.
 Exhibition Designer.
 Editorial Designer.
 Information Designer.
 Packaging Designer.
 UX/UI Designer.

There’s also the option to work freelance, contract, or in-house (e.g. at a video game studio
or a toy company).

Software and Hardware Requirements:

Please note that we recommend the use of a PC, laptop computer or Mac OS for the course
over the use of an electronic tablet. Windows 10 and devices with 8 RAM or above are
optimum. You will need a strong and stable internet connection. We also suggest headphones,
a mouse, a mouse mat, and a notebook with pens to make notes.

Windows

A laptop or computer with Windows 10 is fine and if you are a Windows user we recommend
an Intel® Pentium® 4 or AMD Athlon® 64 processor or higher specification.

-Microsoft® Windows® 8 or Windows 10 or above. Processor - x86-64 processor, such as Intel
Core 2 Duo or later. Storage 5 GB disk space available for caching and temporary files RAM. At
least 1280 x 1024 pixel resolution and 24-bit colour and Windows 10 (64-bit only).

MAC OS

If you will use a Mac then for Macintosh Users we recommend a Multicore Intel® processor
with 64-bit support, -Mac OS X v10.7 or 10.8 or above.

Software

The software you will need is Adobe Illustrator and Adobe Photoshop. As we are a remote
training centre we do not have a license to give students Adobe Illustrator so you will need to
either have the software pre-installed or if not, the most economical way is to purchase an
online Creative Cloud subscription.
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As a Blue Sky Graphics student, you will be eligible for the student discount subject to terms
and conditions. The student discount is a heavily subsidized discount for students and valid
for 12 months at £16.24 per month.
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